
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Woodville-Pahiatua Racing Club Date: Monday 19th November-2012 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Dead (4) 
Rail: Out 4 metres 800m to finish. Out 3 metres remainder. 
Stewards: R Neal (Chairman); B Bateup and B Jones 
Typist: S Shirriffs 

 

GENERAL: (All comments pertaining to this meeting – e.g. drivers/riders not attending, delays and all other issues) 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY: (All adjourned inquiries and follow up information relating to previous meetings) 

Canterbury Jockey Club- Saturday 10th November 2012 
Race 5 - YESBERG INSURANCE SERVICES PEGASUS STAKES 
Trainer M Breslin has advised the Stewards that a subsequent veterinary examination of RED COUGAR has revealed the 
mare to have sustained a fracture to the near side knee and RED COUGAR has now been retired as a racing proposition. 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: COLT FORTY FIVE, MRS MAC, VEININSKY, JOE COOL, MCLAREN, EDENSONG, ASCOLINI, 

PITINITETE. 
Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race    

Warnings: Race  8 T Baker (SUNLOVER) – Rule [638(3)(b)] – excessive use of whip  

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race 2 
8 

DAL FINIAN – must trial 
SUNLOVER – must trial 

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race  4 
5 
8 

Te Baker replaced M Dravitski on PINOCCHIO BOY 
J Shackleton replaced M Dravitski on SHESALLJAZZ 
B Grylls replaced M Dravitski on PIRINITET 

Late Scratchings: Race   
1 INREMISSION at 12.31pm 
3 DAL FINIAN at 1.40pm 
5 MAGIC TRICKS at 10.10am 
8 RUNNING LATE at 4.41pm 

  

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 PETER AND BERYL BRAUSCH MEMORIAL (2200 metres) 

INREMISSION was a late scratching on veterinary advice at the barriers after making contact with the inside running rail 
and sustaining lacerations to its hind quarters when arriving at the start. 
PAY THE FOX jumped outwards at the start forcing HANDSOME JAKE outwards into the line of DRESSTO EMPRESSNOW 
which was hampered. 
ZIP began awkwardly. 
COLT FORTY FIVE was slow to begin. 
PAY THE FOX made the crossing near the 1700 metres awkwardly, losing momentum. 
LA BELLA SANDS raced wide round the first turn so was then taken forward near the 1600 metres. 
J Shackleton reported that PAY THE FOX had felt indifferent in its action after negotiating the crossing.  Stewards ordered a 
veterinary examination on PAY THE FOX, which was showing mild soreness in the left hind. 



ILLUMINATING was held up round the turn and near the 300 metres, when taken to inside LA BELLA SANDS to improve 
was crowded inwards when that runner shifted in, this resulting in COLBY, which was racing adjacent to the rail and tiring, 
having to steady. 
COLT FORTY FIVE was inclined to lay in under pressure in the final straight and near the 200 metres bumped with ZENA 
PRINCESS. 
 

Race 2 DONALDSON PARTNERSHIP SPRINT (1400 metres) 

SHE’S SLINKY shifted out at the start crowding LAKOTA out on to JILTED, with LAKOTA losing ground. 
MY CHARMAINE was slow to begin. 
HIGH FASHION began awkwardly. 
SHE’S SLINKY raced three wide without cover throughout. 
JILTED (M Dravitski) was held up and unable to obtain clear running throughout the final straight, and near the 150 metres 
improved up on to the heels of MARAIN, and fell, dislodging apprentice jockey M Dravtiski.  SKY HAWK which was 
immediately in behind was unable to avoid the fallen rider and as a result had to be severely checked. 
 M Dravtiski was stood down from the remainder of her engagements.  JILTED returned to the birdcage with blood in both 
nostrils, which a subsequent veterinary examination revealed to be from a minor laceration sustained in the fall. 
When questioned regarding the performance of HIGH FASHION, rider L Allpress stated that her intention had been to race 
in a prominent position, however after beginning only fairly the filly had been obliged to race both further back and wider 
than was intended. 
 

Race 3 WOODVILLE JUMPOUTS ASSOCIATION DASH (1200 metres) 

DAL FINIAN was a late scratching at 1.40pm after becoming fractious in the enclosure.  Trainer G Irvine was advised that 
DAL FINIAN must trial to the satisfaction of the stewards before being next presented to race. 
QUALITY STREET and TRAPTHEBOYZ came together on jumping. 
DOUBLED UP and VEININSKY came together and bumped at the start, resulting in DOUBLED UP becoming unbalanced and 
losing ground. 
MISS INTERPRETED shifted out on jumping contacting the hind quarters of KING’S STRIKE, with KING’S STRIKE settling back 
as a result. 
CHAPEL JAZZ was slow to begin. 
MADAM ZENNO raced three wide without cover throughout. 
DEL POTRO was held up in the early part of the straight and near the 300 metres had to shift ground out to improve. 
MISS INTERPRETED hung out rounding the final turn and throughout the run home.  MISS INTERPRETED underwent a 
veterinary examination which revealed no obvious abnormalities. 
 

Race 4 MIKE JAMES PLUMBING SPRINT (1400 metres) 

Te Baker replaced M Dravitski as the rider of PINOCCHIO BOY. 
PINOCCHIO BOY lay out shortly after leaving the barriers dictating NO CHANGE for a short distance. 
PIPPAS SISTER was very slow to begin, losing considerable ground (7L). 
HERECOMESTHEBRIDE and DAL VUITTON both lost their footing on jumping away, losing ground. 
WALKINGONSUNSHINE raced keenly in the early stages when wide. 
DAL VUITTON raced wide without cover throughout. 
PINOCCHIO BOY was unable to obtain clear running until passing the 300 metres. 
HERECOMESTHEBRIDE raced in restricted room for a short distance passing the 200 metres when tiring. 
When questioned regarding the run of OBRAHMA, rider J Riddell stated that the colt had travelled well throughout but 
when pressured in the final straight had raced greenly when in clear running.  J Riddell added at OBRAHMA would benefit 
from the run. 
MIBACHELORBOY returned to the enclosure with blood present in the off side nostril.  Stewards ordered a veterinary 
examination of the gelding, which revealed a minor laceration. 
 

Race 5 BIG BUTT LOGGING CENTRE DASH (1200 metres) 

MAGIC TRICKS was a late scratching at 10.10am after sustaining an injury prior to being transported to the meeting. 
J Shackleton replaced M Dravitski as the rider of SHESALLJAZZ. 
SHESALLJAZZ (J Shackleton) dislodged the rider during the preliminary and galloped a short distance before being 
recaptured.  SHESALLJAZZ underwent a veterinary examination on arrival at the start and was cleared fit to run.  
SHESALLJAZZ then proved fractious when loaded away and was extracted from the barriers and underwent a further 
veterinary examination and was passed fit to start. 
MCLAREN and DUFINO came together when jumping away. 
SAMSI shifted out on jumping, dictating SANRIBA out into the line of THAT’SOUREXCUSE, which lost ground. 
Passing the 700 metres SANRIBA had to steady away from the heels of MISS CENTREFOLD.  When questioned regarding 
the run of SHESALLJAZZ, apprentice jockey J Shackleton stated that the mare had travelled only fairly throughout and was 
disappointing.  Stewards ordered a veterinary examination of SHESALLJAZZ, which revealed a slow post-race recovery. 



 

Race 6 WOODVILLE TRAINERS ASSOCIATION 3 YEAR OLD (1200 metres) 

ZENOUKA was slow to begin and was further hampered when GOLDEN BAY shifted out on jumping. 
DRAGON BEAUTY jumped inwards at the start, making contact with QUEST FOR GOLD. 
FIDEL and GWYNETHANNE came together and bumped near the 1000 metres, which resulted in both runners over-racing 
for a short distance. 
QUEST FOR GOLD raced keenly in the early stages. 
DRAGON BEAUTY was obliged to race three wide throughout. 
Near the 200 metres GWYNETHANNE shifted out and away from SURVIVED and into the line of QUEST FOR GOLD which 
had to be steadied. 
PETITE BRIGITTE was held up for clear running throughout the final straight and passing the 50 metres had to steady when 
on the heels of EDENSONG. 
 

Race 7 C&H FARMING LIMITED STAYERS (2000 metres) 

TURN ON D’LIGHT blundered at the start and got back.  TURN ON D’LIGHT then over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
L Allpress the rider of DANCING DEE reported that the mare had been inclined to over-race throughout, with Trainer K 
Allpress advising that it is his intention to race DANCING DEE over a shorter distance at its next start.  In addition Mr 
Allpress advised he would be removing the blinkers from the mare. 
 

Race 8 TARARUA CLUB METRIC 1600 (1600 metres) 

B Grylls replaced M Dravitski as the rider of PIRINITETE. 
RUNNING LATE was a late scratching on veterinary advice at 4.41pm after sustaining a laceration to the left hind stifle 
when being loaded into the barriers. 
SUNLOVER refused to jump on terms, losing significant ground.  Trainer R Frost was advised that SUNLOVER must trial to 
the satisfaction of the Stewards before next racing. 
PRINITETE and MODEL were slow to begin. 
GRACEFUL JOY commenced to race fiercely passing the 1400 metres and near the 1300 metres contacted the heel of TAIPA 
TIGER and blundered coming back abruptly on to THE TOOTHFAIRY, which lost ground.  GRACEFUL JOY continued to race 
ungenerously and made the turn near the 800 metres awkwardly dictating THE TOOTHFAIRY wider for some distance.  Also 
affected in this incident was SUNLOVER, which had to steady. 
MODEL made the first turn awkwardly then raced greenly for some distance through the back straight. 
MISS SERENA raced wide in the early and middle stages. 
TAIPA TIGER raced wide from the 1000 metres. 
Apprentice T Baker was issued with a warning under Rule 638(3)(b) with respect to the use of the whip on a horse not in 
contention. 
 

 


